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Abstract

We have implemented an information flow framework for
the Java Virtual Machine that combines static and dynamic
techniques to capture not only explicit flows, but also im-
plicit ones resulting from control flow. Unlike other ap-
proaches that freeze policies at time of compilation, our
system truly separates policy and enforcement mechanism
and thereby permits policy changes even while a program is
running. Ahead of execution, we run a static analysis that
annotates an executable with information-flow information.
During execution, we then use the annotations to safely up-
date the labels of variables that lie in alternative paths of
execution while enforcing the policy currently in place. Our
framework doesn’t require access to source code and is fully
backward-compatible with existing Java class files. Prelim-
inary benchmark results suggest that the run-time overhead
of information flow techniques such as ours is well within
acceptable range for many application domains.

1. Introduction

The traditional definition of a Trojan horse is a program
that exploits read access to a secret and simultaneous write
access to a public channel to leak the secret “downwards”.
In that sense, your network-connected home PC may have
the ultimate Trojan horse installed on it already—the web
browser. You have to trust your browser not to leak your
banking secrets to the kids’ web space provider when you
check up on their online activities, but you have no way of
knowing whether that trust is warranted. The existence of
executable content (such as Java and JavaScript) within web
pages only exacerbates the problem, because the function-
ality of the browser can be extended dynamically. Unfortu-
nately, there already have been incidents in which one web
site has exploited an error in the browser to steal secrets des-
tined for an unrelated second web site viewed in the same
browser.

At the server end of things, the situation is possibly
even more serious. As more and more services (bank-

ing, e-government, etc.) are migrating to the Internet, the
providers of these services are constructing web front-ends
that may contain exploitable errors. A common mistake is
relying on a script on the client’s web browser to validate
user input, when an attacker can actually send maliciously
crafted input to the server directly (using the http proto-
col).

The original emphasis in the Java infrastructure has been
on protecting the host system from malicious actions of
downloaded Java programs. This protection is provided by
way of type-safety and memory safety and by maintaining
the same visibility and data access abstractions in the vir-
tual machine as they existed in the Java program source text.
Much less emphasis has so far been placed on the integrity
and confidentiality of the information handled within the
virtual machine. In particular, Java has discretionary access
controls rather than mandatory ones—once that access to
information has been granted, the holder of that informa-
tion can propagate it completely unchecked. The aim of our
research is to improve the safety of Java-based server front-
ends and client-side browser extensions, by providing fine-
grained and flexible information-flow controls while staying
fully backward-compatible with the Java bytecode format.
We retrofit information-flow controls on existing Java byte-
code programs without requiring recompilation or indeed
any access to source code.

Our system provides completely dynamic policies that
can be changed even while a program is already running.
This is in contrast to previous approaches such as My-
ers’ Jflow and Jif [30, 31] that extend the Java language
with statically checkable information-flow annotations. At
compilation time, the information-flow policy then becomes
“frozen”. In Erlingsson and Schneider’s approach [16, 17],
a security automaton [33] is in-lined into each program prior
to execution, which again “freezes” the security policy; fur-
thermore, this solution is limited by what is decidable by a
security automaton. In earlier work by Haldar et al. [22, 21],
a label is added to every object within the Java Virtual Ma-
chine (JVM). This label is then used for purposes such as
taint propagation, but the system does not consider infor-
mation flows that are carried by control flow and hence can-



pub1 = true
pub2 = true
if (secret)

pub1
pub2

pub2 = falsepub1 = false

Figure 1. Implicit information flow from secret
to pub1 and pub2.

not be used to implement a full-fledged multi-level security
(MLS) scheme [15].

The work presented here provides information labeling
at a finer granularity than Haldar et al. and additionally also
correctly handles information flow through control flow. It
is thereby in the good company of pioneering previous work
on implementing MLS using virtual machines [32, 39, 25],
but rather than doing so at the level of a hardware-close vir-
tual machine monitor, our implementation is situated at the
richly typed level of the JVM. Our implementation is note-
worthy in that it combines static (ahead of execution) anal-
ysis techniques and dynamic (concurrent with execution)
enforcement of security policies, and in not requiring any
access to source code.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
First, we briefly present the basics of information flow and
explain what problem we are solving (Section 2). Then,
we present our hybrid technique that combines static analy-
sis with dynamic enforcement (Section 3). This makes our
technique less conservative than current information flow
analysis techniques while it is simultaneously safe, fast, and
flexible. Section 4 presents benchmark results for our im-
plemented prototype. Section 5 presents related work. Fi-
nally, we conclude in Section 6.

2. Problem Statement

We say that information flows from A to B when B can
observe changes to its environment that depend on the value
of A. The most straightforward way in which information
can flow in a program is through an assignment. This is
also called an explicit flow. For example in the statement

a = b, there is flow of information from b to a as one can
know the value of b by looking at the value of a. Another
explicit flow, albeit with some loss of information, would
be in c = a + b. Here information flows from both a and b
to c and some information is lost due to the arithmetic op-
eration. All assignment statements lhs = expression , in-
cluding parameter and return value passing, lead to a flow
of information from all operands in expression to lhs .

Information can also be propagated through the control
flow of a program. For example in Figure 1, there is no
direct assignment from secret to either of the two other
variables, but still at the end of the execution of the code
fragment, one can infer what the value of secret was. Infor-
mation can flow implicitly in two ways. By following the
branch, we can infer what the branch-controlling variable
was. In Figure 1, after observing that the value of pub1 has
changed, one can infer that secret is true. The traditional
solution to this problem is by attaching a security label to
the program counter as well, and coercing the labels of all
assignment targets to the least upper bound of their current
label and that of the program counter. Hence, in our exam-
ple, pub1 would become a secret as well because it is being
modified in a program region guarded by a secret control
variable.

More subtly, observing the non-execution of a branch
can leak information about the branch condition as well.
For example, by observing that the value of pub2 has not
changed when control flow re-joins, one can infer that
secret is false. Hence, in this example, observing just one
of the variables pub1 or pub2 would be sufficient to infer the
state of secret , even though each of the two control flow al-
ternatives modifies only one of the variables.

This is exactly the problem that makes it difficult to con-
trol information flow by strictly dynamic means, i.e., by fol-
lowing only the path through the program as it is actually
taken. In order to inhibit flows that result from assignments
in alternative branches, one needs to consider all alternative
branches simultaneously. We solve this problem by using
a combination of static analysis and dynamic techniques to
handle control-dependent information flows. We perform
static analyses ahead of actual execution. These analyses
result in annotations that enable the virtual machine to later
insert compensating tag instructions into alternative paths
whenever a variable is modified along just one path. The
analysis also determines and annotates the earliest point that
the program counter’s label can be lowered again after a
control flow join.

Consider the example from Figure 1 again as we have
presented it in Figure 2. Here, branching on secret raises
the label of the program counter to the least upper bound of
its current value and that of secret . Every variable that is
modified has its own label coerced to the least upper bound
of its current label and the label of the program counter. For
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pub1 = true
pub2 = true
if (secret)

pub1
pub2

pub2 = false
raise(pub1)

pub1 = false
raise(pub2)

pc label = “secret”

pc label = “public”

pc label = “secret”

pc label = “public”

annotations

Figure 2. Hybrid analysis—ahead of execution, information is gathered that later permits to update
labels as if all branching alternatives had been considered in parallel. Additionally, the analysis
identifies and annotates the earliest point at which the program counter can be lowered again.

example, the assignment to the non-secret variable pub1 in
the left side of the branch will raise the label of pub1 to that
of secret because the program counter is secret, preventing
a leak of the contents of variable secret via pub1. In spite
of the coercion of pub1’s label, we would still be able to
infer the value of secret after the control flow re-joins at
the end of the if statement by observing the non-secret vari-
able pub2. This is prevented in our implementation by au-
tomatically inserting compensation code, so that when any
variable is modified in any branch, its label is coerced in
all branches. When the control flow re-joins, the program
counter’s label can be restored to the value it had before the
branch. Note that pub1 and pub2 remain classified past this
control-flow join. They will be declassified only when the
next public value is written into them, overwriting whatever
secret may still be contained in them.

Unfortunately, the situation in real-life Java programs is
hardly ever as simple as in our example in Figure 2. In Fig-
ure 2, we know exactly which variable in the alternative
control path is affected, and hence we can insert a com-
pensating operation that raises the label of that variable.
However, in typical Java programs we often don’t know ex-
actly what variables might be affected in alternative control
paths, but have to deal with a congruence class of poten-
tially affected variables. Any member of this congruence
class could be affected—so we have to coerce the labels of
all of them in order to regulate information flows.

For a better illustration of this situation, consider Fig-
ure 3. While following the actual flow of control, we know

exactly which object is modified and hence needs to be co-
erced to the same label as secret . However, without actu-
ally executing the alternative branch, we cannot be so sure
about what object might have been affected in that other
program part. In many cases, we also cannot just execute
the alternative branch to find out, because that might intro-
duce subtle side effects. There might also be a combinato-
rial explosion if we attempted to execute all possible paths
always. So if we want to safely exclude illegal information
flows, we have to make a conservative assumption and raise
the label of all variables that could possibly be affected. In
this case, that means raising the label of the g field in all
objects that are of class foo.

In the remainder of this paper, we report on our im-
plementation that does just that. As with almost all static
analysis techniques, a compromise has to be made between
the precision of the analysis and its cost. For example, a
less precise analysis in our example of Figure 3 might have
changed the label on all fields of all foo objects instead of
discriminating between the f and g fields. A more precise
analysis might analyze all variable bindings outside of the
method and determine that p and q actually point to the
same object always. If p = q always holds inside of m, then
in each alternative path, the congruence class of possibly af-
fected variables contains only a single element. Effectively,
this re-creates the situation of Figure 2.

Our analysis does not cover covert channels [26] in any
way, nor does it try to inhibit them. For example, one might
perform zero or one million iterations of a loop depending
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p.f = true
q.g = true
if (secret)

p.f
p.g
q.f
q.g

q.g = false
raise( *.f )

p.f = false
raise( *.g )

pc label = “secret”

pc label = “public”

pc label = “secret”

pc label = “public”

method m(foo p, foo q)

method entry

class foo {
    boolean f, g;
}

Figure 3. In this example, we no longer know exactly which variable is affected in the alternative
branch, so we have to be conservative and coerce a whole congruence class of storage locations.
Note that p and q may even point to the same object here.

on the value of a secret variable, and then infer the secret
value based on how long the computation took. Such con-
siderations are explicitly outside the scope of our project
and will have to be dealt with using techniques such as ran-
domized clock speeds, etc.

3. Hybrid Analysis and Enforcement

Our hybrid information flow technique finds a synergy
between static and dynamic approaches. It is primarily a
dynamic technique that tracks the flow of information at
runtime, but it uses static analysis annotations to make safe
decisions about implicit information flows. In particular,
these annotations enable us to consider flows in alternative
paths of control without having to actually execute those
paths. Our analysis is safe while retaining the flexibility of
a purely dynamic approach, namely the ability to change
the policy while the program is executing.

Another important feature of our approach is that we did
not change the Java class file format in any manner. We
remain fully backward-compatible with the vast amounts
of Java bytecode that already exists. Our system does not
require program source code or annotations from the pro-
grammer. This makes our system useful in many scenarios
where the source code many not be accessible.

We have implemented our analysis using bytecode in-
strumentation with very little changes to the underlying Java
virtual machine. This makes our implementation easily

portable across many JVMs. In the remainder of this sec-
tion, we will give an overview of our implementation.

3.1. Terminology

• security label is a runtime entity that indicates the se-
curity level of a value. Each field and local has a label
associated with it that indicates the label of the value
stored. For conciseness, a label for a local or field
named x is represented as x.

• a
!

b represents the label of a value derived from a
and b. It is at least as restrictive as a and b. In a lattice
of labels it is the least upper bound (LUB) of the two
labels.

• pc is the label of the information implicit in the control
flow at any point. It is also called the “program counter
label”.

• declassification of pc is a process of reducing the
value of pc. This may happen when there is reduc-
tion of information in the control flow, which happens
at control-flow joins.

3.2. Security Labels

Security labels track the sensitivity of the information
in an entity. Our analysis tracks information at the level
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of fields (instance variables) and local variables, which is a
very fine level of granularity.

A label hierarchy defines the labels for a policy and the
relationship between them. Our analysis supports label hi-
erarchies that are finite total ordered set with respect to an
ordering relationship !. Such a fully ordered label hierar-
chy is similar to the DoD clearance level structure. We use a
fully ordered label hierarchy instead of a more generic lat-
tice structure for reasons of efficiency. Since our analysis
dynamically calculates labels for each value computed, ef-
ficient implementation of all label operations is critical for
the overall performance of the analysis. Many of our im-
plementation decisions are influenced heavily by efficiency
issues. Throughout the paper, we will be discussing the im-
plementation decisions we made for performance reasons.

We implement labels using integers in which the position
of the most significant 1 defines the value of the label. This
scheme helps us implement the operations ! and

!
very

efficiently. Since Java integers are 32 bits, we can currently
have only 32 labels. However, this can be easily be extended
to 64 bits if we use long-integers instead.

Our analysis is dependent on the precision of the under-
lying static analysis. This was mentioned in our discussion
of Figure 3. Our current implementation of the static anal-
ysis represents objects by their allocation sites. This means
that one static object can potentially represent many runtime
objects simultaneously (for example, consider a new state-
ment inside a loop). The resulting loss of precision stems
from the points-to analysis that we use. Similar limitations
are typical for most points-to analysis algorithms. This is
not a limitation of our information-flow analysis, but of the
underlying points-to analysis. Any improvements to the
points-to analysis will directly benefit our information-flow
analysis.

In order for many runtime objects to share a common la-
bel, we need to maintain the labels of fields separate from
the corresponding objects, in a global array. There are ac-
tually two global arrays, one for static fields and one for
instance fields. Since a static field is shared between all in-
stances of a class, we need only one label per static field.
Static fields are resolved at compile time and hence access-
ing the label of a static field is a simple lookup into the static
label array at runtime.

The instance field array stores the labels of instance
fields of allocation objects. Every object has an object offset
number, which is the index in the instance field array from
where the labels of its fields are stored. Each field in a class
also has a field offset number to indicate the offset from the
beginning of the object where its label is stored. Hence, the
label of an instance field whose object offset number is 10
and field number is 2 is stored at the (10+2) location in the
array. To reduce the overhead of instance field label look up,
we statically determine the field offset. Due to Java’s poly-

morphism, this is complicated since a reference can point
to an object of a derived class. We overcome this problem
by laying out the fields in the array in ways similar to how
compilers handle dynamic dispatch of fields in polymorphic
languages.

Even though the field offset within the object can be de-
termined statically, the actual object that the reference is
pointing to is not known until runtime. Hence to access the
label of a field, say foo .pub1, we first need to know the
offset of foo in the instance field array. To do this, we in-
strument all classes to have an additional field that stores
this offset. We call this field mac obj off . The value of
the offset field is determined at runtime by the allocation
site instantiating the object. We instrument all allocation
sites so that they appropriately pass the allocation number
to the appropriate constructors. We also instrument all the
constructors in a class to initialize the mac obj off to a
value communicated by the allocation site. We use a global
class, which we describe later, to communicate the alloca-
tion number between the allocation site and the construc-
tor. Hence the runtime address calculation for the label of
foo .pub1, is foo . mac obj off + field no . Therefore to
access the label of an instance field requires a field access
and an array access.

To make this calculation more amenable to optimization,
we declare mac obj off as final. A final field, once ini-
tialized, is guaranteed to have the same value always. Hence
the just-in-time compiler can treat the calculation for the la-
bel as a constant. Our experiments have shown that this has
a significant effect on the run-time performance of instance
field accesses.

3.3. Security Policy Specification

The security policy is responsible for specifying sources,
sinks, and declassifiers for labels. “Sources” are the
sources of sensitive information in the program. The pol-
icy specifies them as entities whose labels will always be as
strict as some label constant. For example, a policy may
specify that the label of the return value of the method
getPassword() is always at least as strict as secret .
Typically, sources are return values of methods but they can
also be fields in a class. Sources seed the system with labels
of sensitive information, which are then propagated to other
parts of the system. A policy also defines the default label
used by the system at initialization.

Sinks are methods whose side effects may be observable
externally to the program, such as a file read/write. A policy
specifies all such methods and also the most restrictive label
that is allowed to be passed into such a method as a parame-
ter. Any call to a sink with a parameter more restrictive than
the specified label is blocked by runtime mechanisms.

Bear in mind that our system retrofits information-flow
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constraints on existing bytecode after the fact. In prac-
tice, this is done by explicitly specifying labels only on rel-
atively few data sources and sinks, most of which will be
associated with library classes. Our system will then auto-
matically prevent information flows that violate the current
policies. For example, it can prevent passwords obtained as
a result of calling getPassword() to be written to the
file system—without any modification or recompilation of
the program on which this policy is being enforced.

Policies are also responsible for specifying declassifiers.
Declassifiers are places in the program at which a policy
dictates to lower the label of a variable. This may lead to a
leak of information, but in some circumstances the leak of
information is desirable. For example, in a password check-
ing program, the return value of the program depends on the
actual password, and hence transmitting the information is a
leak of information. However, returning this small amount
of information whether or not the password matches is actu-
ally the purpose of the program, and hence a policy should
specifically allow it. The policy specifies such declassifica-
tion points. Such declassifiers are different from automatic
declassification points, in which the analysis determines au-
tomatically that is safe to lower the program counter label.

Our method of policy specification is different from pro-
gram annotations in systems such as Myers’ Jflow and
Jif [30, 31] since it is centralized and cleanly separated from
the code. Also, a well specified policy can be independent
of a program. For example, in the Java core libraries there
are only very few methods that directly access the file sys-
tem. If a policy can specify this narrow funnel, then any pro-
gram accessing files can use this policy. Currently we spec-
ify policy by writing code in Java itself. This gives us a lot
of flexibility to experiment with many policies. However, in
the future we want to define a declarative policy specifica-
tion language which the instrumentation code understands,
so that it can automatically instrument the classes.

3.4. Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis uses runtime labels to track explicit
flows of information throughout the execution of a program.
It also tracks implicit flows by raising the value of pc on
every conditional jump to as high as the label of the condi-
tion. It however needs static analysis annotations to lower
the value of pc. Without static analysis, our approach would
be too conservative as once the value of pc were raised, it
would never be lowered. The aim of the dynamic analysis
is to create runtime entities for storing labels for each lo-
cal variable and field and tracking the flow of information
through the execution of a program.

The dynamic analysis instrumentation is intra-method,
i.e. it does not need information about other methods. The
instrumentation is divided into two phases. The first phase

instruments all reachable methods from the main method
with instructions to track the flow of information. The sec-
ond phase instruments the sources, sinks, and declassifiers
appropriately to initialize tags, stop illegal flows, and to
lower the values of labels.

During the instrumentation phase, we do not try to opti-
mize redundant label computations. We leave optimizations
for a later phase, where we rely on common compiler opti-
mization techniques. We tailor our instrumentation so that
the compiler can easily discover optimizations opportuni-
ties. In the rest of this section we will describe how we
instrument various types of statements to track information
flow using labels.

3.4.1 Method Calls

Method calls present a challenge as we have to communi-
cate labels between the caller and callee. For every method
call, the following three communications are required be-
tween the caller and callee: (1) pass the value of pc to the
callee method, (2) pass the labels of all the parameters to
the callee method, and (3) get the label of the return value
from the callee method.

For the purpose of sharing information between the
caller and callee methods, we define a public class. We call
this class as the “global class”. The class consists of a num-
ber of public fields with each field being used to store the
label of a formal parameter in a method call. The number of
fields in the class is determined during the analysis, i.e. the
number of fields in the global class is equal to the maximum
number of parameters in any method that we analyse. This
ensures that our global class remains as small as possible.
Since method calls are frequent, it is desirable that the class
remains in the processor’s data cache. The pc is passed in a
similar fashion using the field pcTag.

We instrument every call site during the analysis to as-
sign labels of actual parameters to appropriate fields in the
global class. If a method returns a value, then the label of
the return value is assigned the value in the pcTag field of
the global class. It is the responsibility of the callee method
to have assigned the correct label in the pcTag field before
returning to the caller.

3.4.2 Method Entry

At a method entry, the analysis has the following tasks to
perform: (1) create labels for all the locals in the method,
and (2) initialize all labels for the parameters. We create a
label for each local in the method by adding the same num-
ber of integer locals to the method, with each new integer
local acting as a label. Once the labels have been added,
we instrument the method entry to initialize the labels of
the parameters using the global class. This procedure is just
the opposite of when the method is called. We initialize the
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labels with the respective fields in the global class. We also
initialize the pc appropriately.

We instrument constructors slightly differently from
other methods. A constructor is also responsible for ini-
tializing the mac nodeNo field of a class. This field has
the index in the instance field array where the labels of
the instance fields of the object are stored. The value of
mac nodeNo depends on the allocation site that the con-

structor is called from. The allocation site at runtime com-
municates this by assigning the value to the nodeNo field
in the global class. The constructor then appropriately uses
this to initialize the mac nodeNo in the object.

3.4.3 Array Label

We label arrays at the granularity of an entire array i.e. we
have one label for the entire array. The value of the label
is at least as restrictive as the most restrictive label of any
element in the array. This means if an array has an ele-
ment with label secret , then the label for the array will
also be secret , and all the elements in the array will be
treated as having label secret . The coarser labeling leads to
a loss of resolution, making the analysis less precise than
if we had tracked the label of each element in the array
separately. However, it is not statically possible, in a gen-
eral case, to determine which element in the array was ac-
cessed for an array access. Just consider the statement a =
foo[random(seed)% foo.length]. In order to be
conservative, we need to assume that an array access can re-
fer to any element in the array, and hence have to work with
the strictest label of all the elements assigned to the array.

3.4.4 Assignments

An assignment statement always represents a flow of infor-
mation from a right-hand side expression (RHS) to a left
hand side (LHS). Afterwards, the LHS identifier should get
a label which is at least as restrictive as the label of RHS
expression. If, after the assignment, the LHS identifier does
not contain any information about its previous value, then
the least restrictive label of the LHS variable which is as re-
strictive as the label of RHS is the label of the RHS. For all
assignments other than an assignment to an array element,
the label of the LHS is the label of the RHS expression.
The label of an array represents all the elements in the ar-
ray, hence when there is an assignment to an array element
(of unknown index), the label of an array should be as at
least as restrictive as its current label and the label of the
RHS expression.

3.4.5 Expressions

An expression consists of one or more operands and an op-
erator acting on it. For unary expressions, the label of the

operand is the label of the expression. For expressions with
multiple operands, the label of the expression is the

!
of

the labels of the operands.

3.4.6 IF Statements

If statements are responsible for an implicit flow of infor-
mation. We therefore raise the value of pc to be at least as
restrictive as the label of the branching condition i.e. pc =
pc

!
condition. A condition is a type of an expression, and

its label is calculated just like any other binary expression.

3.4.7 Unconditional Goto and Break Statements

An unconditional goto statement or a break statement do not
lead to an explicit flow of information. They purely affect
the control flow of a program and may lead to some implicit
information flow. Static analysis takes such implicit flows
into account.

3.4.8 Exceptions

For dynamic analysis, we consider exceptions as uncondi-
tional jumps, either to a catch statement in the method or to
method exit if the method does not handle that exception.
There is no implicit or explicit flow of information. Excep-
tions purely affect the control flow graph of the method,
which affects the static analysis. We discuss the effects
of exceptions to the analysis and how they can be used as
covert channels in some more detail below.

3.4.9 Return Statements

Similar to exceptions and unconditional goto statements, re-
turn statements are also considered as unconditional jumps
to the exit block of a control flow graph. It is the responsi-
bility of the method to assign the label of the return value
to pcLabel of the global class before returning; therefore
statements are instrumented appropriately to do this at all
method exits.

3.5. Static Analysis

Purely dynamic information flow techniques do not have
information about all paths of execution to make safe de-
cisions about declassifying pc. This makes them too con-
servative. Hybrid information flow analysis uses a dy-
namic technique without being overly conservative by tak-
ing help from static analysis. Statically collected informa-
tion about all branches of execution is communicated to the
runtime mechanism. The runtime mechanism then declas-
sifies pc whenever it is safe to do so. Before declassifying
the pc, it raises the labels of all the variables with implicit
information to be as high as the pc. This ensures that all
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entities that have implicit information about the condition
have adequately high labels before the value of pc is low-
ered. This approach can also be thought of as emulating
the effects of calculating all labels on all branches. Hence
an observer will not be able to determine which branch got
executed.

Static analysis provides the following information to the
runtime mechanisms: (1) all the variables that have implicit
information about a condition, and (2) all points in the con-
trol flow graph where there is no implicit information about
a condition. These points are called declassification points
for pc.

We use the immediate postdominator of a conditional
statement as a declassification point. To understand why
an immediate postdominator is a safe declassification point,
consider how the control flow of a program can be used for
implicit flows. If the control flow of a program is a straight
line with no conditional jumps, then all the nodes will be
executed and the knowledge of an execution of a node will
not indicate any additional information about the program.
However on conditional jumps, the value of the condition
determines which nodes get executed and therefore knowl-
edge of whether a node executed can be used to infer the
value of the condition. There is an implicit flow of informa-
tion from the condition to all the nodes whose execution is
affected by the condition.

By definition, a postdominator node always gets exe-
cuted irrespective of the value of the condition, hence there
is no implicit information about the condition in the con-
trol flow at that point. Therefore pc, which tracks the label
of implicit information in the control flow graph can be re-
calculated at that point without the label from the condition.
We instrument code at the immediate postdominator node to
calculate the new value of the pc. Recalculating the pc may
not always lower its value, since the control flow may still
contain information about conditional jumps that occurred
even earlier in the control flow graph.

We use a simple backward dataflow analysis to find post-
dominator information about the graph. The dataflow equa-
tions for the analysis are given below. This algorithm is
derived from the dominator algorithm described in [12].

Postdom(n0) = n0

Postdom(n) =

"

#
$

p ! successor(n)

Dom(p)

%

& " n

Static analysis is also responsible for identifying and in-
strumenting code to ensure that the labels of all the variables
that have implicit information about the condition are raised
as high as the label of the condition before declassifying pc.
Implicit information flows from the condition variable to all
the variables that are assigned in all the branches of the con-
dition.

We use side-effect analysis to identify all the variables
that can be assigned under the condition. Side-effect anal-
ysis is a whole program analysis that computes all possi-
ble side-effects for each statement. This analysis in turn is
dependent on points-to analysis which finds all possible ob-
jects that a particular reference may point to at run time. The
precision of the side-effect analysis has a big effect on the
precision of our static analysis. However, we implemented
our analysis in a way that a new side-effect analysis can be
easily plugged in, with very little changes to the code.

After we identify all the variables that can change under
a condition, we instrument the code to increase their labels
to be at least as strict as program counter label in the imme-
diate postdominator node. Once we have raised the labels of
the affected variables, we declassify the pc. Declassifying
before this point would be unsafe.

3.6. Unchecked Exceptions

A limitation of our analysis is its inability to handle
implicit flows through unchecked exceptions. Unchecked
exceptions are exceptions that are not caught within the
method raising the exception. In Java, many bytecode in-
structions can potentially throw an exception such as null
pointer, divide by zero, and array out of bounds.

From a static analysis point of view, an unchecked ex-
ception is an additional edge in the control flow graph from
the instruction throwing it to the method exit. If not han-
dled properly, it can leak an arbitrary amount of information
through implicit flows. In the following Java example, one
can know the value of secret by counting the number of *’s
that are printed.

i=0;
while(true){

i++;
if (secret == i)

throw MyException;
print(’*’);

}

Unfortunately, handling every unchecked exception
would make our analysis overly conservative as there will
be an edge from every bytecode that can throw an exception
to the exit block. Since there are so many bytecodes that can
potentially throw unchecked exceptions, most of the nodes
in the control flow graph would have exit block as their im-
mediate postdominator. This limitation is an inherent draw-
back of using Java. It applies equally to information-flow
systems extend the Java language such as Myers’ Jflow and
Jif [30, 31].
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Figure 4. JavaGrande Section 1, normalized slowdowns relative to the unmodified benchmarks.

4. Implementation and Results

We have implemented the described hybrid information
flow system for Java using the Soot framework [36] for the
underlying bytecode analysis. We used IBM’s JikesRVM
as our virtual machine platform. To assess the performance
overhead of our analysis, we benchmarked the performance
of the resulting prototype using the JavaGrande [11] Ver-
sion 2.0 benchmarks. These benchmarks consists of three
sections. They are:

• Section 1 – Low Level Operations: low level opera-
tions such arithmetic, assignments, casts, method calls,
object creation, math functions, serial read/writes, and
exception handling.

• Section 2 – Kernels: operations such as FFT, Fourier
coefficient analysis, and matrix multiplication, which
are frequently used in scientific applications.

• Section 3 – Large Scale Applications: large-scale ap-
plications that use large amounts of processing, I/O,
network bandwidth or memory. The applications in-
cluded are computational fluid dynamics, monte carlo
simulation, and 3D ray tracer.

Calculating labels at runtime for a fine-grained analysis
can incur a substantial overhead. We were conscious about
this and structured our code in ways that made optimiza-
tions opportunities explicit to the compiler or the JIT. For
example, we laid out objects in such a way that the field
offset can be resolved at compile time. Also, for instance
fields, the object offset is made final so that the compiler
can optimize away the calculation of the instance field off-
set.

During the instrumentation phase, we focused on the
semantics of label calculations and did not optimize for

any redundant label calculations. In a later stage, we ran
standard compiler optimizations that are built into the Soot
framework. Since we optimized instrumented bytecode us-
ing Soot’s optimizations, we also performed the same opti-
mizations for the unmodified benchmarks to present a fair
comparison.

We ran the benchmarks on a Pentium-4 processor at
a clock frequency of 1.7 GHz, running the Linux kernel
2.6.12 with 1 Gigabyte of memory. The JikesRVM image
was created using the “production” configuration. Both the
modified and unmodified benchmarks were optimized us-
ing the soot -O flag, which provides simple intraprocedu-
ral bytecode optimizations such as common subexpression
elimination.

Figure 4 shows the result of the Section 1 micro bench-
marks. The diagram presents the slowdown as a factor of
the unmodified benchmarks normalized to 1. The calcula-
tion is !/", where ! is the operations/second of unmodi-
fied benchmarks and " is the operations/second for instru-
mented code with information flow analysis. To interpret
the results, ‘x’ means that the instrumented application with
information flow analysis ran ‘x’ times slower than the un-
modified application. Smaller numbers are better.

Most of the micro benchmarks have slowdowns of 25-
50% relative to the original code. Assignment as expected
has the highest overhead and is 3 times slower that the orig-
inal. This is because assignment is where explicit flow of
information happens, and hence there is a need to recalcu-
late the label for the right hand side. For every assignment,
the following two calculations are required: (1) calculation
of the RHS label, and (2) OR’ing the RHS label with the pc,
to ensure that the resultant label is higher than the program
counter label.

Calculation of the RHS label depends on whether it is
a field and whether it is local. For locals, the label access
is inexpensive since it is stored in another label. However,
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for field accesses depending on whether the field is static
or an instance field, the label accesses are different. For
static fields, it is a lookup into the static label array as the
location is statically determined. For instance fields, there
is a field lookup to find the object offset, an addition with
the field offset, an array access, and an OR operation with
the reference label. Therefore field accesses are expensive,
making assignments expensive in total.

The left part of Figure 5 shows the overhead for Section 2
applications. These are routines that carry out specific op-
erations frequently needed by scientific applications. The
overheads range from 23% to 159%.

Finally, the right part of Figure 5 shows overheads for
large, more realistic applications. These applications are
a mix of computationally intensive and I/O bound applica-
tions, and try to represent real world applications. The over-
heads range from 25% for the molecular dynamics to 100%
for the ray tracer application.

These overheads are substantially lower than we had ex-
pected. A slowdown of a factor of two for a realistic pro-
gram, while noticeable, may be perfectly tolerable in many
application domains when taken in the context of added
information-flow security.

5. Related Work

Bell and LaPadula [7] pioneered the use of a state ma-
chine to model security policies that specify security levels
for data, and access rules for users with different clearance
levels. Every event in a system is mapped to a transition
in a corresponding state machine. Safety of a system is en-
sured by allowing transitions only to secure states. A secure
state is defined as one in which the user has adequate clear-
ance, as defined by the security policy, to access the data.
The model also ensures data integrity by only allowing pro-

cesses or users with the same clearance level to perform
destructive writes to an object. Non-destructive writes are
allowed to low-level clearance processes as long as this does
not lead to an information leak.

Bell and LaPadula used an ordered set of labels such as
unclassified, classified, and secret. Our work uses a label-
ing scheme that is similar to what Bell and LaPadula pro-
posed, i.e. a fully ordered set. The decision to use a scheme
like this over a lattice structure was for efficiency purposes,
since we calculate the label at runtime.

Fenton’s Data Mark Machine (DMM) [20] was an ab-
stract machine that applied the concepts that were proposed
by Bell and LaPadula. The problem with these early works
in information flow was that they were completely dynamic
and hence were not good at detecting implicit flows.

Denning and Denning [13, 14] were the first to point out
that the information flow property should be enforced stat-
ically to contain label creep. They also proposed using a
lattice structure for label hierarchy, which is more expres-
sive than the label hierarchy of Bell-LaPadula. Since their
analysis was completely static, it could afford to perform
expensive label computations on a lattice without impacting
the runtime performance. Lots of later work in information
flow [19, 27, 28, 29, 3, 4, 6, 10, 9] was motivated by Den-
ning and Denning’s work—primarily trying to formalize the
ideas they had proposed.

More recently, the non-interference property has been
studied and formulated in terms of type systems, particu-
larly in pure #-calculi [1, 2, 23]. Volpano et al. [37, 38]
formalized the soundness of Denning’s analysis by develop-
ing a type system that is equivalent to the rules proposed by
Denning. They then proved that this type-system observes
non-interference. Banerjee and Naumann [5] extend the
scope of Volpano’s work to encompass data-flow via muta-
ble object fields and control-flow in dynamically dispatched
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method calls. The non-interference property is proved in
much richer context with constructs of pointers and muta-
ble state, private fields and class-based visibility, dynamic
binding and inheritance, casts and type tests, and mutually
recursive classes and methods. Bernardeschi and et al. [8]
use type-based abstract interpretation (which is similar to
bytecode verification) to prove information flow safety of
Java bytecode. They, like Denning, handle implicit flows
and make use of the immediate post-dominator relation to
declassify the security label of the execution context. Our
approach is different from their purely static analysis as we
use both dynamic and static techniques, which makes the
analysis more flexible and precise.

Several research projects apply static analysis to C pro-
grams. Evans’ Split static analyzer [18] takes as input C
source code annotated with “tainted” and “untainted” an-
notations. This is accompanied by rules for how objects
can be converted from one into the other, and which func-
tions expect what kinds of arguments. Shankar et al [34]
use a similar approach in which C source code is annotated,
but they use type qualifiers instead. The WebSSARI [24]
project analyzes information flow in PHP applications stat-
ically. It inserts runtime guards in potentially insecure re-
gions of code. It differs from approaches such as Myers’
Jflow and Jif [30, 31] in that it does not require source an-
notations.

RIFLE [35] is a system that tracks information flow dy-
namically using a combination of hardware and software.
The underlying hardware architecture is modified to explic-
itly track information flow labels on words. At load time,
binaries are rewritten from the standard instruction set to
a new one that also appends security labels to instructions.
This translation also does a data-flow and reachability anal-
ysis on the binary. It converts implicit flows to explicit flows
that can then be tracked by the architecture. This is the
first approach that uses a combination of static and dynamic
techniques to perform information flow analysis.

Our analysis comes closest to RIFLE since we also use
combination of static and dynamic information flow analy-
sis. However, there are major differences between RIFLE
and our system. Our solution is software-only and does
not require modifications to the underlying hardware archi-
tecture. RIFLE analyzes native binaries while we use Java
bytecode. Due to the very low-level semantics of native
binaries, their static analysis is far more conservative than
ours. Java bytecode has much higher level semantics and
stricter guarantees, which helps our analysis to more pre-
cisely reason about program behavior.

6. Summary and Conclusion

Our information-flow framework demonstrates that by
adding statically gathered information to dynamic informa-

tion flow techniques, one can make the dynamic analysis
more intelligent about implicit flows while still retaining the
flexibility of a dynamic analysis.

We took a lot of care during the implementation of our
analysis to make sure that the runtime overhead is minimal.
The results show that even for large applications, execution
times no more than double. Such an overhead may be per-
fectly acceptable in many contexts that are particularly se-
curity sensitive.

While we tried to minimize the impact of label calcula-
tions, we still have relied on standard compiler optimiza-
tions. In the future, we want to investigate compiler tech-
niques specifically targeted at reducing the overhead of la-
bel computations. We are confident that the cost of informa-
tion flow for the Java Virtual Machine can be reduced even
further using dedicated compiler optimizations. We hope
that eventually, the Java community will embrace informa-
tion flow techniques with the goal of making Java even safer
than it is today.
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